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Question
[IMAGE] Which character did Lalla Ward portray in the TV series Dr Who?
[IMAGE] Which general (1965-1931) is generally considered Australia's greatest military
commander?

3

[IMAGE] Which New Zealand athlete (b. 1938) won three Olympic track golds?

4

6

[IMAGE] Which species of whale is pictured here?
[IMAGE] The outskirts of which Asian city can be seen in the background of this 1973
photo?
[IMAGE] What is the 2-word name of the My Little Pony pictured here?

7

[IMAGE] Which long, narrow surfboard is named for a beachside city in California?

5

8
9

[IMAGE] What variety of shawl is named for the fine cashmere wool from which it is
traditionally made?
[IMAGE] Which metallic device connects bristles to paint brushes?

10 [IMAGE] In which 2003 Tom Shadyac comedy starred Jim Carrey and Morgan Freeman?
11 Who directed "Bridge on the River Kwai" (1957) and "Lawrence of Arabia" (1962)?
12 The Eightfold Path and the Four Noble Truths are important concepts in which religion?
13 In the Tour de France, which rider wears the polka dot jersey?
14 In which US city was the 1987 Brian de Palma film 'The Untouchables' set?
15 Which Chilean General overthrew Salvador Allende in 1973?
Who captained Victoria in their Sheffield Shield final victory over South Australia in Alice
16
Springs in March 2017?
Though first released in 1976, the dystopian rock song "Miami 2017 (Seen the Lights Go
17 Out on Broadway)" has undergone something of a revival this year. Which American
singer-songwriter wrote and originally recorded it?
18 Andrew Lloyd Webber wrote the music for "Evita", but who wrote the lyrics?
19 Which saint's cathedral is diagonally opposite Flinders Street station?
Which hit song of 1965 includes the following lines: You're trying hard not to show it /
20
But baby, baby I know it?
21 What does the retail acronym DFO stand for?
22 ‘The Moon's A Balloon’ (1971) was the best-selling memoir of which British actor?
What 2-word term is both a leading female singer in an Opera, and someone who is
temperamental and hard to please?
24 Which bird is the national symbol of France?
23

25

In 2009 which former justice of the Federal Court of Australia and the Supreme Court of
New South Wales was jailed for perjury and attempting to pervert the course of justice?

26 Which A-League soccer club finished second in the 2008 Asian Champions League?
27 Waqar Younis represented which country in international cricket?
What nationality was the writer and artist Christy Brown, best known for his 1954
28
autobiography "My Left Foot"?
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In humans, what term refers to the two lower chambers of the heart?
What's the capital city of Mali?
A Taikonaut is which country’s equivalent of an astronaut?
Which two singers duetted on the 1981 hit "Endless Love"?
Russia shares land borders with some 14 countries. Which is the shortest, barely 20km in
length?
Who won Best Actress Oscar in 1988 film "Moonstruck"?
Which two colours are most often confused in colour blind people?
In 1988 who became the first boxer to have won world championships in five different
weight categories?

37 In which 1983 film does David Bowie portray an Allied Major in a Japanese POW camp?
38 Fraser Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
39 In which decade was the Irish potato famine?
40 Which R&B star married Whitney Houston in 1992?
What 2-word term refers to process of subjecting an author's scholarly work to the
41
scrutiny of experts in the same field before publication?
Which town of town of around 14,000 people is situated at the junction of the Murray
42
and Campaspe Rivers?
43 What is the brightest star in the Earth's night sky?
Widely regarded as Napoleon's greatest military victory, near which city (then in the
44 Austro-Hungarian empire but now in the Czech Republic) did the Battle of the Three
Emperors take place in 1802?
45 According to the Bible, who did Pontius Pilate release instead of Jesus?
Which British poet and MP (1751-1816) also wrote the plays "The Rivals" and "The
46
School for Scandal"?
47 What connects Namib, Thar and Strzelecki?
48 Name any one of the three "Earth" signs, according to traditional astrology.
According to an index invented by economist George Taylor in 1926, what happens to
women's clothing when the stock market rises?
50 Legato is a musical direction meaning to play in which manner?
The federal electorates of Mayo and Sturt are located in which Australian state or
51
territory?
52 On TV, who collectively were Sabrina, Kelly and Jill?
49

53 Which classical composer's 'Ode to Joy' is the anthem of the European Union?
In part III of Gulliver's Travels, the hero visits Laputa, Balnibarbi, Luggnagg,
Glubbdubdrib, and which real life country?
55 The Uffizi art gallery is located in which Italian city?
Which famous document begins "When, in the course of human events, it becomes
56 necessary for one people to dissolve the political bonds which have connected them
with another…"?
54

57 Who lead the ALP to three consecutive Federal election defeats in the 1950s?
58 What is nine cubed minus nine squared plus the square root of nine?
59 What is the largest inland lake in South America?
60 George Best represented which country in football (soccer)?
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